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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] this invention relates to a recording device equipped with platens, such as a

printer and facsimile.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Recording devices, such as a printer, are usually equipped with the platen. This platen is prepared

in the record (printing) head and the position which counters, and has the function which supports the sheet which passes tiirough

between a recording head and platens at the time of printing etc. from the opposite side of a head.

[0003] since the platen constitutes the form conveyance path which a sheet, especially paper pass - many -- when several sheets

ofpapers pass through that, paper powder will collect around a platen Since the platen and the recording head are very close,

when paper powder collects on a platen side, they have a possibility that this may shift to a record head end and may affect

record (printing) quality. Moreover, paper powder collected on the platen side may check smooth delivery of the paper sent out

by the cut sheet feeder.

[0004] As conventional technology, when ink, **, dust, etc. collect near the nozzle of the ink-jet head of an Inkjet printer, the

cleaning mechanism for removing this is developed (JP,5-64895,A etc.). However, as mentioned above, neither maintenance of
printing quality nor the certainty of an ejection can be collateralized only in the cleaning by the side of a recording head. Then,

the operator was obliged to the work of raking out paper powder collected on the platen side conventionally using a cotton swab
etc.

[0005]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] The technical problem of this invention is to offer a recording device and a platen

cleaning sheet equipped with the platen cleaning mode for removing the paper powder which collected around the platen easily

and efficiently using the feed mechanism of a recording device equipped with a platen.

[0006]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to attain the above-mentioned technical problem, the recording device which equips

this application claim 1 with the platen cleaning mode of a publication The carriage which can be scanned in the direction which
is equipped with a recording head and crosses the travelling direction of paper, It is the recording device which is equipped with
the platen prepared in the position which counters the aforementioned recording head, supplies paper between the

aforementioned recording head and the aforementioned platen according to a feed mechanism, and records on this paper. The
aforementioned recording device is equipped with platen cleaning mode as one of the drive modes, in this platen cleaning mode
The aforementioned carriage is scanned in the state where a recording head is not made to drive, passing a cleaning sheet

between the aforementioned recording head and the aforementioned platen according to the aforementioned feed mechanism. It

is characterized by removing the paper powder which collected on aforementioned the outskirts of a platen by energizing the

aforementioned cleaning sheet toward a platen.

[0007] According to this invention, in case a cleaning sheet passes through the platen circumference, since a cleaning sheet is

energized by the scan of the aforementioned carriage toward a platen, it can remove the paper powder which collected around the

platen by the energization operation. That is, since carriage scans the aforementioned recording head in the state of un-driving,
the force forced on a platen side acts and has in a cleaning sheet, a cleaning sheet is pushed against paper powder etc., and paper
powder etc. can be removed efficiently.

[0008] Moreover, invention given in this application claim 2 is characterized by the ability to change the distance of the

aforementioned recording head and a platen according to the thickness of the aforementioned cleaning sheet in the

aforementioned platen cleaning mode in a recording device equipped with the platen cleaning mode indicated by the claim 1,

According to this invention, while being able to respond also to the cleaning sheet of various thickness, it can adjust in the

distance which a cleaning sheet and a platen can contact certainly and can push a cleaning sheet certainly by the recording head.

[0009] Moreover, in a recording device equipped with the platen cleaning mode indicated by claims 1 or 2, the liquid cleaner

sinks into the aforementioned cleaning sheet, and invention given in this application claim 3 is characterized by removing so that

the paper powder of the platen circumference etc. may be wiped off. In case the cleaning sheet into which the liquid cleaner was
infiltrated passes through the platen circumference according to this invention, paper powder can be removed as it wipes off.

[0010] Moreover, in a recording device equipped with the platen cleaning mode indicated by any 1 term of claims 1-3,

irregularity is formed in the front face of the aforementioned cleaning sheet, and invention given in this application claim 4 is
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characterized by removing so that the paper powder of the platen circumference etc. may be extruded with this irregularity.

According to this invention, in case a cleaning sheet passes through the platen circumference, heights enter into the portion into

which the platen was dented, and it can remove so that the paper powder which has collected there may be extruded.

[001 1] Moreover, in a recordmg device equipped with the platen cleaning mode in which invention given in this application

claim 5 was indicated by any 1 term of claims 1-4, the aforementioned cleaning sheet has a fluff on the front face, and is

characterized by removing so that the paper powder of the platen circumference etc. may be swept out by this fluff. According to

this invention, in case a cleaning sheet passes through the platen circumference, a fluff can deform in accordance with the

configuration of a platen, and it can remove so that the paper powder which entered into the fine portion may be swept out.

[0012] Moreover, in a recording device equipped with the platen cleaning mode in which invention given in this application

claim 6 was indicated by any 1 term of claims 1-5, the aforementioned cleaning sheet has an electrostatic adsorption function,

and is characterized by carrying out electrostatic adsorption of the paper powder of the platen circumference etc, by this

function, and removing. In case a cleaning sheet passes through the platen circimiference by electrifying a cleaning sheet in (+),

for example, and electrifying the platen circumference in (-) according to this invention, electrostatic adsorption is carried out

and the paper powder charged in (-) is removed by the cleaning sheet around a platen.

[0013] Moreover, in a recording device equipped with the platen cleaning mode in which invention given in this application

claim 7 was indicated by any 1 term of claims 1-6, it is characterized by equipping the aforementioned cleaning sheet with the

cushioning properties which can deform in accordance with the configuration of the aforementioned platen. Since according to

this invention a cleaning sheet deforms freely according to the shape of toothing of a platen in case a cleaning sheet passes

through the platen circumference, it becomes easy to remove paper powder collected on the circumference of a platen.

[0014] Moreover, invention given in this appHcation claim 8 is characterized by continuing in the full direction and the

aforementioned liquid cleaner sinking into some fields of the travelling direction of the aforementioned cleaning sheet in a

recording device equipped with the platen cleaning mode indicated by the claim 3.

[0015] According to this invention, the thing of a cleaning sheet for which a field is covered in the full direction in part, a cleaner

is only infiltrated, and the paper powder of all the fields of a platen etc. is removed is possible. Moreover, since the portion into

which it does not sink in a liquid cleaner, and the portion into which it sinks contact a platen by turns and purify, while

purification efficiency becomes good, the time and effort which a waste of a cleaner can be excluded [ time and effort ] and

infiltrates a cleaner into the whole cleaning sheet can be saved.

[0016] Moreover, in a recording device equipped with the platen cleaning mode in which invention given in this application

claim 9 was indicated by any 1 term of claims 1-8, the aforementioned recording device is characterized by being an Inkjet

printer. According to this invention, the paper powder of the platen circumference etc. is efficiently removable, using the feed

path of a printer as it is. Moreover, if it is in the ink jet printer in which about the same high-definition printing as a photograph

is possible, since it is especially easy to be influenced of paper powder, the effect which applies this invention is remarkable.

[0017] Moreover, a cleaning sheet given in this application claim 10 is a sheet which can be suppUed to the feed path of a

recording device equipped with a platen, and by infiltrating a liquid cleaner, while going on the aforementioned feed path, it is

characterized by the ability to remove so that the paper powder of the platen circumference etc. may be wiped off According to

this invention, when the cleaning sheet into which the liquid cleaner was infiltrated passes through the platen circumference

through a feed path, paper powder can be removed as it wipes off.

[0018] Moreover, it is the sheet which can supply a cleaning sheet given in this application claim 1 1 to the feed path of a

recording device equipped v^th a platen, and irregularity is formed in the front face, and while going on the aforementioned feed

path, it is characterized by removing so that the paper powder of the platen circumference etc. may be extruded with the

aforementioned irregularity. According to this invention, when the cleaning sheet with which irregularity was formed passes

through the platen circumference through a feed path, heights enter into the portion into which the platen was dented, and it can

remove so that the paper powder which has collected there may be extruded,

[0019] Moreover, a cleaning sheet given in this application claim 12 is a sheet which can be supplied to the feed path of a
recording device equipped with a platen, and has a fluff on a front face, and while going on the aforementioned feed path, it is

characterized by removing so that the paper powder of the platen circumference etc. may be swept out by the aforementioned

fluff. According to this mvention, when the cleaning sheet which has a fluff passes through the platen circumference through a

feed path, a fluff can deform in accordance with the configiuration of a platen, and it can remove so that the paper powder which
entered into the fine portion may be swept out,

[0020] Moreover, it is characterized by a cleaning sheet given in this application claim 13 being a sheet which can be supplied to

the feed path of a recording device equipped with a platen, and having an electrostatic adsorption function, carrying out

electrostatic adsorption of the paper powder of the platen circumference etc. by the aforementioned electrostatic adsorption

function, while going on the aforementioned feed path, and removing. In case a cleaning sheet passes through the platen

circumference by electrifying in (+) the cleaning sheet which has an electrostatic adsorption function, and electrifying the platen

circumference in (-) according to this invention, electrostatic adsorption can be carried out and the paper powder charged in (-)

can be removed around a platen.

[0021] Moreover, in the cleaning sheet with which the cleaning sheet given in this application claim 14 was indicated by any 1

term of claims 10-13, the aforementioned cleaning sheet is characterized by having the cushioning properties which can deform
in accordance with the configuration of the aforementioned platen. Since according to this invention a cleaning sheet deforms
freely according to the shape of toothing of a platen when the cleaning sheet which has cushioning properties passes through the

platen circumference through a feed path, it becomes easy to remove paper powder collected on the circumference of a platen.
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[0022]

[Embodiments of the Invention] Hereafter, the gestalt of operation of the invention in this application is explained based on a

drawing. Drawing 1 shows the ink jet printer 1 which is an example of a recording device equipped with the platen cleaning

mode concerning this invention. An ink jet printer 1 is equipped with the main part 3 of a printer, the feed section 5 prepared in

the back upper part of this main part 3 of a printer, the delivery unit 7 formed ahead of the main part 3 of a printer, and the

control panel 9 formed in the right of a delivery unit 7, and changes.

[0023] Drawing 2 is drawing of longitudinal section showing the internal structure of an ink jet printer 1. As shown in drawing 2

, the medium tray 1 1 is formed in the feed section 5, and two or more sheets of forms P can be loaded now into a medium tray

1 1. a medium tray 1 1 ~ the feed roller 13 is immediately formed in the downstream It is fixed to the feed roller shaft 15 which

rotates by the driving means which are not illustrated, and the feed roller 13 carries out the operation which compresses the form
P located in the topmost part of a medium tray 1 1 between the separation pads 17 which counter, and is sent out to the front by
rotating in one witii this feed roller shaft 15.

[0024] The sent-out form P results in the ejection roller 23 which consists of a lower drive roller 19 and an upper follower roller

21, and it is fed to the print head section 25, receiving precise ejection operation which includes skew **** in presswork there.

In addition, the paper detector for a sign 24 detecting an idle roller and a sign 26 detecting passage of a form is shown,

respectively.

[0025] The print head section 25 is held at carriage 27, and this carriage 27 can move reciprocately now in the feed direction

(from the right-hand side of drawing 2 to left-hand side), and the direction (the direction of the right face of the space of drawing

2 , and a rear face) which intersects perpendicularly. The platen 29 is formed in the print head section 25 and the position which
counters.

[0026] In case a platen 29 prints in Form P by the print head section 25, in order to ensure printing, it is for supporting Form P
from tbe bottom. While the distance of the print head section 25 and a platen 29 can be suitably adjusted now with the thickness

ofForm P and Form P passes through a platen 29 top smoothly by this, about the same quality printing as a photograph can be
performed. The form P printed in the print head section 25 is discharged one by one by the exterior of the main part of a printer

with the delivery roller 3 1 formed in a delivery unit 7.

[0027] In such an ink jet printer 1, in case Form P passes through between the print head section 25 and platens 29, the position

of the circumference of a platen as shown in drawing 2 tends to be covered witii the fine paper powder Q which exfoliates from
Form P. Thus, when paper powder Q collects mostly, paper powder shifts to the print head section 25 side, it has a bad influence

on printing quality, or there are the cause and bird clapper which close the passage path ofForm P and check smooth feeding.

[0028] Then, in this invention, paper powder Q was removed using the cleaning sheet using the feed path of the
above-mentioned form P. That is, in tfie ink jet printer 1 of this invention, it has the platen cleaning mode used in case the platen

other than the drive mode used in the case of the usual printing is cleaned. And the platen cleaning button 33 for choosing the

aforementioned platen cleaning mode used when removing paper powder Q to a control panel 9 is formed. Moreover, a cleaning
sheet is set to a medium tray 1 1 instead ofForm P, and it consists of what adsorption etc. can carry out the paper powder Q of
the platen 29 circumference, and can remove this paper powder Q from the platen circumference while it consists of what can
convey the aforementioned feed path with the aforementioned feed roller 13 or the ejection roller 23 under the aforementioned
platen cleaning mode.

[0029] A cleaning sheet 35 can specifically be chosen from the following. That is, a liquid cleaner is infiltrated into sheets of a
cleaning sheet 35, such as paper which the gestalt of the 1st operation absorbs a liquid component and is easy to hold. As long as

such a sheet can pass the above-mentioned feed path safely, it may be others, a sheet plastic and cloth, or a nonwoven
blanket-like sheet.

[ paper ] A liquid cleaner can apply the neutral liquid cleaner for for exan^le, office devices (a component is

for example, pahn oil ester and a sodium hydrogencarbonate).

[0030] Although a cleaning sheet 35 is formed in the ahnost same configuration as the form P of the breadth which covers all the

ranges of a platen 29, it is desirable to make thickness thicker than the form P for printing, and to make it contact a platen 29
certainly at the time of cleaning. In this case, if the distance of the print head section 25 and a platen 29 is extended according to

it, the cleaning sheet of various thickness can be used.

[003 1] Although a liquid cleaner may be infiltrated all over the inferior surface of tongue (field of the side in contact with a
platen) of a cleaning sheet 35, full may be covered and it may be infiltrated into some fields of the travelling direction of a
cleaning sheet 35. Moreover, according to the configuration of a platen 29, you may infiltrate a liquid cleaner only into the

portion of the cleaning sheet 35 corresponding to the part which tends to be covered with paper powder. Moreover, this roller for

liquid cleaner supply is made to approach into a feed path, and when a cleaning sheet 35 contacts the roller for liquid cleaner

supply, you may make it have the structure where a liquid cleaner is applied to a cleaning sheet 35, only when the liquid cleaner
forms the roller for liquid cleaner supply (not shown) with which it sinks in and uses a cleaning sheet 35 for the feed path of a
printer.

[0032] Thus, by passing through the circumference of a platen 29, as the cleaning sheet 35 into which the liquid cleaner was
infiltrated wipes off paper powder Q, it can remove it. Moreover, what the portion mto which it does not sink in a liquid cleaner,

and the portion into which it sinks contact a platen by turns, and purified can save the time and effort which a waste of a cleaner
can be excluded [ time and effort ] and infiltrates a cleaner into the whole cleaning sheet while purification efficiency becomes
good.

[0033] Next, the thing of a cleaning sheet 35 in which irregularity was formed can be used for a cleaning sheet 35 as a gestah of
the 2nd operation. In order to form irregularity in a cleaning sheet 35, between embossing rollers is passed for the flat cleaning
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sheet 35, embossing of alternate arrangement can be formed, or between wave rollers can be passed for the flat cleaning sheet

35, and wave-like irregularity can also be formed. In addition, irregularity does not necessarily need to be regularly arranged on

the sheet. Moreover, the paper which has carried out spinning of the front face, and cloth can also be used as a cleaning sheet 35

which has irregularity.

[0034] Thus, when using the cleaning sheet 35 with which irregularity was formed, and a cleaning sheet 35 passes through the

circumference of a platen 29, the amount of heights can go into the crevice between the configurations of a platen 29, and it can

remove so that paper powder Q may be extruded. Moreover, if the above liquid cleaners are infiltrated into the cleaning sheet of

the gestalt of this operation, much more paper powder removal effect is expectable.

[0035] Moreover, tiie cleaning sheet 35 of a cleaning sheet 35 with which the fluff was formed in the front face can also be used

as a gestalt of the 3rd operation. The fluff of the front face of a cleaning sheet 35 can apply what pasted up the cotton pressed in

what in^lanted two or more hair for example, in the sheet front face, or the sheet front face, and tiie nonwoven fabric. In

addition, the sheet conventionally equipped with a well-known fluff is also applicable. Thus, when using the cleaning sheet 35

which has a fluff for a front face, a fluff enters even the crevice where the configuration of a platen 29 is fine, and it can remove
so that paper powder Q etc. may be swept out with a broom. In addition, much more paper powder removal effect is expectable

by forming irregularity in the cleaning sheet 35 of the gestalt of this operation fiirther, or infiltrating a liquid cleaner.

[0036] Moreover, an electrostatic adsorption function can be given to cleaning sheet 35 the very thing as a gestalt of operation of

the 4th of a cleaning sheet 35. Like the copy machine which applied the principle of a xerography, this method coats a cleaning

sheet front face with a selenium, and electrifies this in (+). On tiie other hand, it connects with the equipment which electrifies a

platen 29 in (-), and changes into the state where the paper powder Q of the platen 29 circumference was charged in (-). If the

cleaning sheet 35 charged in (+) is sent in accordance with a feed path in this state, electrostatic adsorption of the paper powder

Q charged in (-) is carried out at a cleaning sheet 35, and paper powder can be removed,

[0037] When giving an electrostatic adsorption function to a cleaning sheet 35, in case the sheet with which the selenium was
coated passes a feed path, you may make it a sheet charged in (+) there, as an electrification drum (not shown) is contacted.

[0038] Furthermore, you may have the cushioning properties of a cleaning sheet 35 which a cleaning sheet can deform in

accordance with the configuration of a platen 29 as a gestaU of the 5th operation again. Foaming polyurethane etc. can be
mentioned as a material equipped with cushioning properties. Since a cleaning sheet 35 deforms freely according to the shape of
toothing of a platen 29 by constituting a cleaning sheet 35 from a material equipped with cushioning properties, it becomes easy

to remove paper powder collected on the circumference of a platen 29. In addition, much more paper powder removal effect is

expectable by forming irregularity in the cleaning sheet 35 of the gestalt of this operation further, infiltrating a liquid cleaner,

forming a fluff in a front face, or giving an electrostatic adsorption fimction.

[0039] Next, about an operation of the invention in this application, a liquid cleaner is explained taking the case of the cleaning

sheet 35 which infiltrated band-like in the full direction. The cleaning sheet 35 which infiltrated the liquid cleaner into the

medium tray 1 1 first is set. Next, a control panel 9 is operated and the distance of the print head section 25 and a platen 29 is

adjusted according to the thickness of a cleaning sheet 35. If the platen cleaning button 33 is pushed in this state, after the

printing fimction of the print head section 25 has stopped (head state where it does not drive), the print head section 25 27, i.e.,

carriage, will come to repeat reciprocating movement.

[0040] It can come, simultaneously a cleaning sheet 35 is automatically conveyed by operation of the feed roller 23 on a platen

29. If a cleaning sheet 35 results on a platen 29, a cleaning sheet 35 will be pushed by the inferior surface of tongue of the print

head section 25 which has repeated reciprocation on a platen 29, Since a cleaning sheet 35 is pushed on the paper powder Q of
the platen 29 circumference by this, paper powder can be removed, as the portion into which it sank in the liquid cleaner catches

paper powder Q and v^pes off with advance of a cleaning sheet 35. In addition, since a cleaning sheet 35 is covered in the full

direction and the cleaner sinks in, it is possible to remove the paper powder Q adhering to the platen 29 whole of the portion

which Form P passes.

[004 1 ] Like Form P, with the delivery roller 3 1 , a cleaning sheet 35 is delivered to the exterior of the main part of a printer from
a delivery unit 7, and ends one cleaning. When the paper powder Q of the platen 29 circxmiference is not fully removed in one
cleaning, it is made to repeat the above work two or more times. In addition, also about the cleaning sheet 35 of other kinds

mentioned above, paper powder Q is removable through the same moving trucking.

[0042] Although the gestalt of operation of the invention in this application was explained above, the invention in this

application is applicable to the dust which collected around the platen besides paper powder, removal of ink dirt, etc. Moreover,
although the above explained the invention in this application taking the case of tiie Inkjet printer, it is applicable like other

recording devices, such as other printers equipped with a platen, and facsimile.

[0043]

[Effect of the Invention] According to this invention, in case a cleaning sheet passes through the platen circumference, the paper
powder which collected aroimd the platen by operation of a cleaning sheet can be removed. Since the recording head is scanning

at this time, since a cleaning sheet is energized to a platen side and pushed, a cleaning sheet can contact paper powder etc.

strongly and it can remove paper powder etc, efficiently.

[0044] Moreover, while being able to respond also to die cleaning sheet of various thickness by changing the distance of a

recording head and a platen according to the thickness of a cleaning sheet, a cleaning sheet and a platen can contact certainly.

[0045] Moreover, the paper powder of the platen circumference etc. can be removed much more certainly by infiltrating a liquid

cleaner into a cleaning sheet, forming irregularity and a fluff in it on the surface of a cleaning sheet, or giving an electrostatic

adsorption function to it.
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[Translation done.]


